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ABSTRACT: Absorption of UV-radiation in nucleotides initiates a
number of photophysical and photochemical processes, which may
finally cause DNA damage. One major decay channel of photoexcited
DNA leads to reactive charge transfer states. This study shows that these
states trigger self-repair of DNA photolesions. The experiments were
performed by UV spectroscopy and HPLC on different single and
double stranded oligonucleotides containing a cyclobutane pyrimidine
dimer (CPD) lesion. In a first experiment we show that photoexcitation
of adenine adjacent to a CPD has no influence on this lesion. However,
excitation of a guanine (G) adenine (A) sequence leads to reformation
of the intact thymine (T) bases. The involvement of two bases for the
repair points to a long-living charge transfer state between G and A to be
responsible for the repair. The negatively charged A radical anion donates an electron to the CPD, inducing ring splitting and
repair. In contrast, a TA sequence, having an inverted charge distribution (T radical anion, A radical cation), is not able to repair
the CPD lesion. The investigations show that the presence of an adjacent radical ion is not sufficient for repair. More likely it is
the driving power represented by the oxidation potential of the radical ion, which controls the repair. Thus, repair capacities are
strongly sequence-dependent, creating DNA regions with different tendencies of self-repair. This self-healing activity represents
the simplest sequence-dependent DNA repair system.

■ INTRODUCTION

Extended irradiation by UV light damages the genetic
information stored in DNA. UV photons populate energy-
rich excited states in the nucleobases promoting photochemical
reactions. The high photostability of DNA has often been
ascribed to the ultrashort excited state lifetime of the
nucleotides in the subpicosecond range,1 which leads to
ultrafast deactivation of the reactive excited states. Indeed,
this deactivation mechanism is realized for single nucleotides
and may have played an important role during early stages of
evolution when specific nucleotides were selected under strong
ultraviolet irradiation as building blocks of the genetic code.
However, in the real information carriers, the single or double
stranded DNA, additional long-living excited states prevail with
lifetimes in the 100 ps range.2 Recently these states were
identified as excimer/charge transfer states formed along DNA
strands.3 The direction of this charge separation between
nucleobases is governed by the redox potential of the involved
DNA bases.3a Additional experiments have shown that charge
transfer states also exist between a DNA lesion and neighboring
nucleobases, influencing photochemical reactivity.4 However,
the biological impact of these transient reactive radical states is
unknown. On one hand, charged radicals induce a number of

reactions in DNA and cause damage leading to mutations and
cell death.5 On the other hand, charged radicals are also able to
reverse pre-existing photolesions. This DNA repair by charge
transfer has been extensively investigated using charge injection
from artificial donors.6 In these experiments, chromophores are
incorporated in DNA strands which are used to photoinject
charges into DNA where they are able to split CPDs.7 An
important use of charged species for the repair of photolesions
is realized in photolyases. In many organisms these proteins
catalyze the reversion of DNA lesions using a photoinduced
electron transfer mechanism.8 The reaction cycle of photolyases
(see Figure 1, left part) involves the absorption of visible light
around 400 nm by a flavin, an electron transfer from the excited
flavin cofactor to the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD)
photolesion, and the opening of the cyclobutane ring. After
repair the electron is transferred back to the photolyase, and the
original DNA is restored,9 which closes the catalytic cycle.
There is an ongoing discussion on a related repair

mechanism in purely nucleotide-based systems. Chinnapen
and Sen have observed for the first time photoinduced self-
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repair of TT-dimers in a deoxyribozyme system. As a possible
mechanism they proposed that the excitation of a G-quadruplex
donates an electron to reactivate the thymine dimer.10 For
small oligonucleotide model systems, it has been shown that
photoexcited oxidatively damaged guanine (8-oxoG) transfers
charges to an adjacent CPD lesion, leading to repair.11 These
observations were explained by a direct electron transfer from a
photoexcited nucleobase to CPD. The same mechanism was
proposed for self-repair of thymine dimer in duplex DNA.12 In
contrast, it has been shown recently that the excitation of a
single nucleobase does not promote repair of a neighboring
TT-dimer.13

In this study we show that self-repair in DNA indeed exists,
and we propose a new mechanism based on excimer (charge
transfer) states in DNA. We treat DNA strands where the TT-
dimer is flanked by specific single bases and dinucleotides. The
sequences have been selected according special charge
distributions and lifetimes of excimer states previously
characterized by femtosecond infrared spectroscopy.3a,c,d With
these selected sequences we demonstrate that repair occurs
when the intrastrand charge transfer leads to a suitably charged
nucleotide adjacent to the lesion. The reaction follows the
scheme given in Figure 1, right. The UV light induces an
electron migration process from a guanine (G) to a nearby
adenine (A) which gives rise to the formation of the zwitterion
G•+A•−.3a Within the lifetime of this charge-separated state
(300 ps) the negative charge located on the A base may migrate
to the adjacent CPD lesion. Here an electron induces the
opening of the cyclobutane ring, which leads to a repair of the
CPD lesion in a photolyase-like manner.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 2 the absorbance spectrum of a thymine (T)
dinucleotide and the corresponding CPD lesion (T = T) is
plotted. Nucleobases have strong absorbance bands around 266
nm, whereas the CPD lesion exhibits only a weak absorbance. It
is known that absorption of UV radiation at short wavelengths
by the lesion causes a direct photoreversal process with high
efficiency.15 However, this process plays only a minor role in
nature, since UVC irradiance is negligible on the surface of the
earth.16 We performed our experiments with excitation in the
UVB range at 290 nm. At this wavelength the extinction

coefficient of the CPD lesion is very small, and direct
photoreversion should be of minor importance. The DNA
nucleotides, however, have much larger absorption than the
CPD at this wavelength. CPD repair or lesion formation of
DNA induced by light at 290 nm is tracked by the change of
the thymine absorbance band around 266 nm (see Figure 2).
First, we investigated the absorbance change of this band for
the AT = T oligonucleotide upon excitation at 290 nm
(illumination conditions see Materials and Methods in the SI).
We observe a weak decrease in absorbance at 266 nm during
illumination indicating damaging processes, which lead to
bleaching of the nucleotide absorption. This result shows that a
direct photoinduced repair, e.g., via charge transfer from
photoexcited A, is negligible. We obtained similar results for the
GT = TG sequence (SI). This is in line with other studies
showing that neither A nor G in the vicinity of the CPD is able
to photorepair the lesion.17

In a second experiment, the sequence GAT = T was
illuminated under identical conditions. Now the absorption at
266 nm increases, directly indicating thymine recovery and base
repair. The repair reaction was studied next by analytical HPLC
experiments (Figure 3a). The peak at small retention times
(left) shows that the concentration of the original oligomer
GAT = T decreases while the repaired oligomer (right peak)
increases with illumination time. Apparently the GA dinucleo-
tide causes CPD repair via the charge-separation state G•+A•−

and charge transfer to the T = T lesion.3a

In order to quantify the contributions from a potential direct
photoreversal of the CPD, we performed identical illumination
experiments with the T = T containing nucleotides (Figure 4).
For the T = T dinucleotide, we detected a very weak positive
absorbance change around 266 nm representing CPD repair.
However, the repair rate and the saturation value for long
illumination times are a factor of 5 lower than those for the
GAT = T oligonucleotide, emphasizing that self-repair at 290
nm is not due to direct absorption by the T = T lesion.
At low doses the absorbance increase is a linear function of

illumination. Its slope gives a measure for the quantum yield of
repair. The initial quantum yield of repair for the GAT = T
sequence was determined to be ∼0.25% which is in a similar

Figure 1. Repair schemes of a CPD lesion (T = T) in DNA via a
photoinduced charge transfer. Left: Conventional enzymatic repair by
a photolyase where the electron transfer occurs from the flavine
excited by visible light to the T = T. Right: Self-repair by UV-induced
charge transfer along the DNA strand. (Crystal structure prepared
from Protein Data Bank entry 1TEZ.).14

Figure 2. UV absorption of nucleotides, CPD lesion, and irradiation-
induced difference spectra. Absorbance spectra of TT and T = T (a).
Absorbance difference spectra of sequences AT = T (b) and GAT = T
(c) upon stepwise increase of illumination dose. The same
illumination conditions were used for both samples. The increase of
absorption at 266 nm indicates repair of the GAT = T sequence with
reformation of the T nucleotides. In contrast the AT = T sequence
possesses no repair activity, and slight damage is seen with increasing
illumination dose.
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range compared to the UV-induced lesion formation (∼1%).2a
At strong illumination doses the absorption increase levels off
due to accumulated damage formation (CPD from the repaired
TT step and the AT photodimer).18 Approximately 25% of the
CPDs are repaired before reaching the photostationary
equilibrium between repair and lesion formation.
It is known that CPD lesions can also be repaired by the

transfer of a positive charge from an external chromophore.7a,19

To address potential repair by positive charges we investigated
the repair activity of the TAT = T oligonucleotide. UV-
excitation of the TA sequence leads to a T•−A•+ charge transfer
state,3c,d where the charge distribution is inverse to that of the
GA sequence and where the positive charge is placed directly
adjacent to the T = T lesion. For TAT = T a strong bleach of
the 266 nm band is observed (dose dependence see Figure 4),
indicating that damaging processes dominate, e.g., via formation
of a TA photodimer.18 The reduced lifetime of the charge
transfer state T•−A•+ (50 ps)3d in comparison to that of G•+A•−

(300 ps)3a could also explain a reduction of the repair

efficiency. However, in additional HPLC analyses (see Figure
3b), no indication for repaired T = T was found. This
observation shows that the T•−A•+ charge transfer state does
not repair the CPD lesion. This indicates that the driving force
of electron transfer, i.e., the redox potential of the adjacent
charged bases, is a crucial parameter for the repair process. The
pure presence of a charged base plays a minor role. In the GA
sequence, an electron transport from the A•− to the T = T is
indeed likely. Here the electron transfer is possible since the
reduction potential of the A•− is lower than that of T = T
(−2.45 V vs −2.20 V).20 In contrast, the oxidation potential of
A•+ is similar to T = T (∼2 V for both);21 no distinct driving
force is present, and repair should be weaker than in the GA
sequence. In agreement, the experiments show that self-healing
occurs in GA but not in TA sequences. Apparently, repair is
driven by redox potential, which explains the sequence-
dependent photoreactivity of DNA.12,13,22

To generalize this repair mechanism for the DNA double
helix we addressed self-repair in a double strand consisting of
GAT = TAG and the complementary CTAATC sequence. In
such a system, damage formation and repair processes interfere.
To allow comparison between oligomers with different
absorbance characteristics in Figure 5, we plotted the
absorbance changes versus absorbed dose instead of illumina-
tion dose as used in Figure 4. In a first experiment, the
corresponding single strands were investigated separately. A
reference strand AGT = TGA, where a cation G+ is found in the
neighborhood of the TT-dimer, exhibits very weak repair (see
SI, Table S1). As expected, the GAT = TAG oligonucleotide
shows pronounced repair activity (Figure 5a, black). In
contrast, one finds an absorbance decrease due to massive
lesion formation in the complementary strand CTAATC
(green). Apparently different photodimers can occur, such as
CT− and TC−CPD and TA and AT photodimers. The sum of
the spectroscopic traces of both single strands (black + green =
blue) leads to a negative total absorbance change. The blue
curve was calculated by summing up each absorbed dose and
each absorbance change of the single strand curves point by

Figure 3. Analytical HPLC analysis of single DNA strands. HPLC analysis of illuminated GAT = T (a), TAT = T (b), and AT = T oligonucleotides
(c) at different doses and the corresponding intact sequences (top traces). The repaired GAT = T sequence is clearly observed in part a. In cases b
and c (see expanded traces in gray) no indication of the repaired product was obtained upon illumination. Additional peaks in the reference strand of
part c are due to impurities of the commercial DNA sample.

Figure 4. Absorbance changes recorded at 266 nm as a function of
illumination dose for different CPD-containing sequences. Positive
absorbance changes observed for GAT = T and T = T indicate repair,
whereas bleach indicates damage formation for the AT = T and TAT =
T sequences. The charge-transfer-induced repair in GAT = T is a
factor of 7 more efficient than the direct photoreversal of T = T. The
quantum yield is determined from the initial slope.
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point. The sum curve gives a measure for the double strand
absorbance without interstrand interaction. Now these results
are compared to the double strand structure. For this purpose
we linked GAT = TAG and CTAATC via a hexaethylenglycol
linker leading to a stable double strand at room temperature (SI
Appendix, Figure S1). In this double stranded sample we find
the slope of the absorbance change at 266 nm (Figure 5a, red)
similar to the slope of the sum of the single strands. For the
investigated sequence the net nucleotide photoreaction, i.e., the
sum of lesion formation and repair, is similar for single and
double stranded DNA (Figure 5a).
The constant net photoreactivity alone does not prove that

repair is unchanged when going from the single to the double
strand. This observation could also be explained by a strongly
reduced damage formation upon double strand formation. To
exclude this possibility we performed illumination experiments
on damage formation on initially intact single and double
strands with the sequences used above (Figure 5b). In all three
cases we find the bleach of the 260 nm band due to damage
formation. The damage formation of the double strand (red) is
very similar (within 20%) to that of the sum of the
corresponding single strands (blue). Thus, the efficiency of
damage formation is only weakly reduced in the double strand.
This weak reduction shows that the self-repair activity in double
strands is only somewhat lower than in the single stranded
DNA. The reduction can be explained by the fact that charge
transfer states are partly quenched in DNA double strands.23

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown that specific DNA sequences,
particularly GA dinucleotides embedded in UV vulnerable T-
tracts, possess intrinsic photolyase-like self-repair properties.
We propose a mechanism based on charge transfer/excimer
states within the DNA strand initiating CPD repair via electron
transfer to a neighboring CPD lesion. Repair activity strongly
depends on the redox potential of the involved charged
nucleotides. The repair mechanism discovered here is an
intrinsic photochemical property of natural DNA and exhibits
pronounced sequence selectivity. The self-healing activity
fueled by light is purely based on the DNA structure itself. It
consequently leads to the simplest existing selective DNA
repair system and may represent an early ancestor of today’s
complex photolyase enzymes. For the present life on earth
where the ozone layer shields hard ultraviolet radiation below
300 nm the proposed repair mechanism has a smaller influence
than the well-known highly optimized enzymatic repair
mechanisms. However, one may assume that in the prebiotic
era with strong UV-C irradiation such a compact and purely
nucleotide-based intrinsic repair system has strongly influenced
the selection of base sequences with implications on today’s life.
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